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Despite the conventional wisdom that using batch normalization with weight decay
may improve neural network training, some recent works show their joint usage
may cause instabilities at the late stages of training. Other works, in contrast, show
convergence to the equilibrium, i.e., the stabilization of training metrics. In this
paper, we study this contradiction and show that instead of converging to a stable
equilibrium, the training dynamics converge to consistent periodic behavior. That
is, the training process regularly exhibits instabilities which, however, do not lead
to complete training failure, but cause a new period of training. We rigorously
investigate the mechanism underlying this discovered periodic behavior both from
an empirical and theoretical point of view and show that this periodic behavior is
indeed caused by the interaction between batch normalization and weight decay.
1 Introduction
Normalization approaches, such as batch or layer normalization, have become key techniques
for successful training of modern deep neural networks [12, 2, 22, 19, 25]. Despite much recent
work [3, 20, 9, 26], it is still not completely understood how normalization influences the training
process. We investigate the interplay between batch normalization (BN) [12], one of the most popular
normalization schemes for convolutional neural networks, and weight decay (WD), a commonly used
regularization technique for conventional training with stochastic gradient descend (SGD).
The dynamics of neural network training with BN and WD have been examined extensively in
literature due to the non-trivial competing influence of BN and WD on the norm of neural network’s
weights. More precisely, using BN makes (a part of) neural network’s weights scale-invariant, i.e.,
multiplying them by a positive constant does not change the network’s output. Although scale
invariance allows optimizing on a sphere with a fixed weight norm [6], classic SGD-based approaches
are usually preferred over constraint optimization methods in practice due to easier implementation.
Making an SGD step in the direction of the loss gradient always increases the norm of scale-invariant
parameters, while WD aims at decreasing the weight norm. In sum, training the neural network with
BN and WD results in an interplay between two forces: a “centripetal force” of the WD and the
“centrifugal force” of the loss gradients. Many works notice the positive effect of WD on optimization
and generalization caused by the control of the scale-invariant weights norm and the subsequent
influence on the effective learning rate [23, 10, 27, 16, 17, 24, 18], i.e., the learning rate on a unit
sphere in the scale-invariant weights space. However, the general dynamics of the norm of the
scale-invariant weights are viewed in the literature from two contradicting points, and this work is
devoted to resolving this contradiction.
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Figure 1: Periodic behavior of ConvNet on CIFAR-10 and ResNet-18 on CIFAR-100 trained using
SGD with weight decay of 0.001 and different learning rates. All weights are trainable, including
non-scale-invariant ones.
On the one hand, Li et al. [17] claim that learning with SGD, BN, and WD leads to an equilibrium
state, where the “centripetal force” is compensated by the “centrifugal force” and eventually the
norm of scale-invariant weights (along with other statistics related to the training procedure) will
converge to a constant value. A number of other works hold a similar equilibrium view [23, 5, 24].
On the other hand, several works [15–17] underline that using WD may cause approaching the origin
(zero scale-invariant weights) which results in training instability. Particularly, Li et al. [15] reveal
that approaching the origin in weight-normalized neural networks leads to numerical overflow in
gradients and the subsequent training failure. Li and Arora [16] also underline that scale-invariant
functions are ill-conditioned near origin and prove in a simplified setting that loss convergence is
impossible if both BN and WD are used (but guaranteed if either of them is disabled). Moreover,
despite their equilibrium view, Li et al. [17] empirically observe that the train loss permanently
exhibits oscillations between low and high values when full-batch gradient descent is used.
In this work, we study the specified contradiction between the equilibrium presumption and the
instability presumption and show that both of them are true only to some extent. Specifically, we
show that training process converges to a consistent periodic behavior, i.e., it regularly exhibits
instabilities which, however, do not lead to a complete training failure, but cause a new period of
training. Examples of this behavior are provided in Figure 1. Thus, our contributions are as follows.
• We discover the periodic behavior of neural network training with BN and WD and reveal
its reasons by analysing the underlying mechanism for fully scale-invariant neural networks
trained with standard constant learning rate SGD (Section 3) or GD (Appendix C).
• We provide a theoretical grounding for our findings by generalizing previous results on the
equilibrium condition, analysing the necessary conditions for destabilization of training, and
relating the frequency of destabilization to choice of hyperparameters (Section 4).
• We conduct a rigorous empirical study of this periodic behavior and show its presence even in
more practical scenarios with momentum, augmentation, and neural networks incorporating
trainable non-scale-invariant weights (Sections 5 and 6).
2 Methodology
Investigating the effects caused by batch normalization is simpler when all the weights of the neural
network are scale-invariant, and following [16, 17], we also focus on this setup. We consider
ResNet-18 and a simple 3-layer batch-normalized convolutional neural network (ConvNet)2 on
CIFAR-10 [13] and CIFAR-100 [14] datasets, and rely on the approach of Li and Arora [16] to
achieve scale invariance, i.e., we insert additional BN layers and fix the non-scale-invariant weights
to be constant. Particularly, we use zero mean and unit variance in batch normalization layers
instead of learnable location and scale parameters, and freeze the weights of the last layer at random
initialization. The latter action does not hurt the performance in practice [11]. However, we find that
even with low train error, the training dynamics with the fixed last layer may still substantially differ
from conventional training, as the neural network exhibits low confidence in predictions. To achieve
2Both architectures in the implementation of https://github.com/g-benton/hessian-eff-dim.
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Figure 2: Periodic behavior of scale-invariant ConvNet on CIFAR-10.
Figure 3: A closer look at one training period for scale-invariant ConvNet on CIFAR-10 trained
using SGD with weight decay of 0.001 and the learning rate of 0.01. Three phases of the training
period are highlighted. Here the train loss and the effective gradient norm computed over a mini-batch
are logged after each SGD step. The rightmost plot compares empirically observed cosine distance
between weights at adjacent SGD steps with theoretically derived bounds in Section 4.1. Cosine
distance is presented along with the smoothed trend.
high confidence for all objects and, consequently, low train loss, we multiply the weights of the (fixed
to random) last layer by 10. The influence of this coefficient is shown in Appendix F.
To further facilitate the simplicity of the setup when discussing the nature of the periodic behavior,
we use SGD with the fixed learning rate and do not use momentum or data augmentation. Later on,
we discuss the influence of using a more practical setup on our findings. We optimize cross-entropy
loss, use the batch size of 128 and train neural networks for 1000 epochs to show the consistency of
the discovered periodic behavior. We consider a range of learning rates, {10−k, 3 · 10−k}k=0,1,2,3
and choose the most representative ones for each visualization, since it is difficult to distinguish many
periodic functions on one plot. For scale-invariant neural networks, training with a fixed weight decay
– learning rate product converges to similar behavior, regardless of their ratio: we show it empirically
and discuss it from the theoretical point of view in Appendix E.1; the same was noticed in [16, 17].
Thus, in the main text, we provide only the results for the varied learning rate and the fixed weight
decay of 0.001. Results for the varied weight decay are presented in Appendix E.3.
At each epoch of training, we log standard train / test metrics, the norm of scale-invariant weights
(SI weight norm), which is in the focus of this research, and metrics characterizing training in the
scale-invariant space. Particularly, we log the effective learning rate and the (mean over mini-batches)
norm of effective gradients, i.e., the learning rate and gradients reproducing the SGD update on the
unit sphere [10, 18]. We plot these two metrics over two axes of the phase diagram to visualize their
simultaneous dynamics that serve as a starting point to understanding the mechanism underlying the
periodic behavior.
The rest of the work is organized as follows. In Section 3, we explain the reasons for the occurrence
of the discovered periodic behavior. Section 4 provides the theoretical grounding for the periodic
behavior. After that, Section 5 contains the empirical investigation of the periodic behavior and
Section 6 shows whether the periodic behavior is present in the more practical setting.
3 Periodic behavior and its underlying mechanism
As discussed in the previous section, the majority of our experiments focus on the setting with a
fully scale-invariant neural network trained with standard SGD. Figure 2 shows the presence of the
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Figure 4: The absence of the periodic behavior for training with the fixed weight norm. Scale-
invariant ConvNet on CIFAR-10 trained using SGD with weight decay of 0.001 and learning rate of
0.01. Left pair: the weight norm is fixed at random initialization of different scales. Right pair: the
weight norm is fixed at some epoch of regular training before destabilization.
periodic behavior for a scale-invariant ConvNet on the CIFAR-10 dataset for a range of learning rates.
In Appendix E.2, we show the presence of the periodic behavior for other dataset-architecture pairs.
Moreover, the same periodic behavior is also present for full-batch gradient descend, see Appendix C.
The observed periodic behavior occurs because of the interaction between batch normalization and
weight decay, and particularly, because of their competing influence on the weight norm. On the one
hand, weight decay aims at decreasing the weight norm. On the other hand, using batch normalization
makes the weights scale-invariant, resulting in the gradient of the loss being orthogonal to the radius
connecting current weight and zero weights. Thus, shifting weights towards the loss’s gradient
direction always increases the weight norm. These two forces alternately outweigh each other for
quite long periods of training, resulting in the periodic behavior.
Let us examine a single period in greater detail by analysing Figure 3, which shows the dynamics
of relevant training metrics logged after each SGD step of ConvNet training. At the beginning of
the period, the train loss is high, and the large gradients of the loss outweigh weight decay. This
results in an increasing weight norm and decreasing effective learning rate, i.e., we move along phase
A of the phase diagram. SGD continues optimizing train loss, and at some point, train loss and its
gradients become small and outweighed by weight decay. Thus, the weight norm starts decreasing,
and the effective learning rate starts increasing, i.e., we move along phase B of the phase diagram.
The transition between phases A and B correlates with achieving near-zero train error. When the
weight norm becomes too small and the effective learning rate becomes too high, SGD makes several
large steps and leaves the low loss region. Gradients grow along with train loss and, being multiplied
by a high effective learning rate, result in the fast growth of the weight norm, i.e., we move along
phase C of the phase diagram. The detailed plot of phase C in Figure 3 confirms that train loss starts
increasing earlier than the weight norm. When the weight norm becomes large, the effective learning
rate becomes low and stops the process of divergence. After that, a new period of training begins.
We also conduct an ablation experiment to show that the discovered periodic behavior is indeed a
result of the competing influence of BN and WD on the weight norm. To do so, we prohibit this
influence and train the network on a sphere by fixing the weight norm and rescaling the weights after
each SGD step. We firstly fix the weight norm at random initialization, considering different values
of the initialization weight norm and hence different (fixed) effective learning rates. Figure 4 (left
pair) shows that in this case, there is no periodic behavior, and the train loss either converges (for
relatively low effective learning rates) or gets stuck at high values (for high effective learning rates).
We also repeat this ablation fixing the weight norm at some epoch preceding destabilization in the
experiment where we observe the periodic behavior. Particularly, we use as an initial experiment the
one with the learning rate of 0.01 from Figure 2 and fix the weight norm at the 150-th and 180-th
epochs, preceding the destabilization at epoch 200. Figure 4 (right pair) shows the absence of the
periodic behavior in both cases. When we fix the weight norm closer to the destabilization at the
180-th epoch, we observe a single increase in train loss, as the training process has already become
unstable. However, after converging from this increase, train loss never destabilizes again.
4
4 Theoretical grounding for periodic behavior
In this section we theoretically investigate the reasons for the training destabilization between phases
B and C, and after that, we generalize the overall training process equilibrium condition of Li et al.
[17] taking into account the discovered periodic behavior. To do so, we study the properties of
the optimization of an arbitrary scale-invariant function f(x) with (S)GD3 with learning rate η and
weight decay of strength λ:
xt+1 = (1− ηλ)xt − η∇f(xt). (1)





also refer to Appendix A for the proofs, derivations, and further discussion on our theoretical results.
In the following reasoning we will use two fundamental properties holding for (stochastic) gradients
of an arbitrary scale-invariant function f(x) (see, e.g., Lemma 1.3 in Li and Arora [16]): 〈∇f(x), x〉 = 0, (2a)∇f(αx) = 1
α
∇f(x), α > 0. (2b)
Based on these properties, we obtain the dynamics of the parameters norm induced by Eq. (1) which
we also leverage in our analysis (derivation of this equation deferred to Appendix A.2):
ρ2t+1 = (1− ηλ)2ρ2t + η2g̃2t /ρ2t , (3)
where ρt = ‖xt‖ denotes the parameters norm, gt = ‖∇f(xt)‖ — the gradient norm, g̃t =
‖∇f(xt/ ‖xt‖)‖ = ρtgt — the effective gradient norm.
4.1 The notion of δ-jumps
As scale-invariant functions are essentially defined on a sphere, cosine distance is a natural choice for
a metric in parameter space. The following notion defines a situation when adjacent iterates become
distant from each other, which may indicate training destabilization.
Definition 1 We say that dynamics (1) performed a δ-jump once the cosine distance between adja-
cent iterates exceeds some value δ > 0:
1− cos(xt, xt+1) > δ.
We conjecture that the necessary condition for the training dynamics’ destabilization is performing
δ-jumps with sensible values of δ. Otherwise, as long as adjacent iterates remain too close, the model
(and hence its training dynamics) cannot change significantly. Our next question is given the value δ,
what are the conditions for a δ-jump to occur? By assuming that effective gradients are bounded,
i.e., we can set two values 0 ≤ ` ≤ L such that g̃t ∈ [`, L], we answer this question in the following
proposition. Proof can be seen in Appendix A.3.
Proposition 1 If f(x) is a scale-invariant function optimized according to dynamics (1) with bounded
effective gradients 0 ≤ ` ≤ g̃t ≤ L, then for sufficiently small δ and assuming (1 − ηλ) / 1, the








=⇒ δ-jump is guaranteed. (4b)
Remark 1 Note that our results hold for any values `, L bounding the effective gradient norm, but
the tighter these bounds are, the more precisely our theory describes the properties of the actual
dynamics, thus we generally assume that ` and L are taken as local bounds on g̃t valid for several
current iterations.
3Since both stochastic and full-batch gradients of a scale-invariant objective possess properties (2a) and (2b),
we do not distinguish between them in our theoretical derivations.
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The rightmost plot of Figure 3 visualizes the cosine distance 1 − cos(xt, xt+1) between neural
network’s weights xt and xt+1 at adjacent SGD steps for phase B of the training period. The dashed
lines denote the upper and lower bounds on the cosine distance corresponding to the possible and
guaranteed δ-jumps derived from Eq. (4a) and (4b), respectively: δmax = η
2L2
2ρ4t




chose ` and L as smooth functions locally bounding the effective gradient norm in phase B (see
Appendix D for details). We can clearly see that both bounds along with the cosine metric itself start
growing in the second half of the phase. This indicates that the performed δ-jumps are gradually
increasing, hence instability accumulates until the training diverges. We note that such a long-lasting
increase in cosine distance is common but in general not obligatory in the case of training with
SGD because SGD may exhibit destabilization even with small δ-jumps due to the stochasticity. For
full-batch GD, this effect is more prominent, see Appendix C.
Next, we formulate a proposition concerning how hyperparameters η and λ affect the time of
occurrence of δ-jumps and hence the frequency of the periods, as destabilization of training dynamics
is closely connected with δ-jumps. Proof can be found in Appendix A.5.
Proposition 2 Denote κ =
√
η
2λ . Under the assumptions of Proposition 1:
1. if ρ20 > κ` and δ < ηλ
L2














2. if ρ20 > κL and δ < ηλ
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Corollary 1 Since both tmax and tmin are inversely proportional to ηλ as − log(1 − ε) ≈ ε for
small ε, δ-jumps (and hence periods) must occur more often for larger values of ηλ.
4.2 Generalization of the equilibrium condition
We now generalize the equilibrium condition presented in Li et al. [17] and characterize globally the
behavior of the parameter norm in the following proposition. Proof is provided in Appendix A.6.
Proposition 3 Denote κ =
√
η
2λ . Under the assumptions of Proposition 1, if 2ηλL ≤ `, then
κ` ≤ ρ2t ≤ κL, t 1. (7)
Furthermore, if ρ20 > κL, then ρ
2
t converges linearly to [κ`, κL] interval in O (1/ηλ) time.
Note that Li et al. [17] and Wan et al. [24] similarly predict that the equilibrium state can be reached
in a linear rate regime. The condition 2ηλL ≤ ` is generally fulfilled in practice for small ηλ product
even for global bounds `, L. A similar assumption is made, e.g., in Theorem 1 in Wan et al. [24]. We
discuss it in more detail (including the non-fulfillment case) in Appendix A.7.
Proposition 3 generalizes the results of Li et al. [17] who claimed that the effective learning rate
η̃t = η/ρ
2
t [10] converges to a constant. Their derivation relies on the assumption of stabilization
of the effective gradient variance, which contradicts the observed periodic behavior. We relax this
assumption by putting bounds on the effective gradient norm, thus bounding the parameters norm
limits. These bounds can be either local, which defines the local trend of parameters norm dynamics,
or global, which describes its general behavior. Also note that we, in some sense, extend the results
of Wan et al. [24] as we provide the exact limiting interval for ρ2t , not just bound its variance.
5 Empirical study of the periodic behavior
After discussing the reasons for the occurrence of the periodic behavior, we now further analyse its
properties. In particular, we investigate: how hyperparameters affect the periodic behavior, how the
6
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Figure 5: Similarity in the weight space (cosine sim.) and in the functional space (ensemble test
error) for different checkpoints of training scale-invariant ConvNet on CIFAR-10 (left pair) and
ResNet on CIFAR-100 (right pair) using SGD with weight decay of 0.001 and learning rate of 0.03.
periodic behavior evolves over epochs, and how minima achieved in different training periods differ
both in parameter and functional space.
Influence of hyperparameters. We investigate the influence of two key training hyperparameters:
learning rate and weight decay, but since the training dynamics mostly depend on their product
(see discussion in Section 2 and Appendix E.1), we only vary the learning rate. The results for
ConvNet on CIFAR-10 are given in Figure 2, the results for other dataset-architecture pairs are given
in Appendix E.2 and the results on the variable weight decay are given in Appendix E.3. Our first
observation is that with higher learning rates, consistent periodic behavior occurs at larger weight
norms. This is because SGD with a high learning rate can only converge with relatively small gradient
norms, which are achieved at large weight norms according to Eq. (2b). This observation also agrees
with Proposition 3 in Section 4. The second observation is that the periodic behavior is present for a
wide range of learning rates, e.g., 0.003− 0.3 for ConvNet on CIFAR-10, and the higher the learning
rate, the shorter the periods, which agrees with Corollary 1 in Section 4. When using a learning rate
which is too high, e.g., 1 in Figure 2, we expect training to yield very large weight norms, however
weight decay prohibits us from reaching them, thus the gradients are not able to shrink sufficiently,
and training gets stuck at high train loss. On the other hand, using a learning rate which is too low,
e.g., 0.001 in Figure 2, leads to extremely slow training which does not reach a small enough weight
norm to yield a high effective learning rate, resulting in the absence of the periodic behavior in the
given number of epochs. We note that the periodic behavior is present for the learning rates using
which results in the lowest test error. In Appendix E.3, we show that varying the weight decay leads
to similar effects: the periodic behavior is present for a wide range of reasonable weight decays, but is
absent for too low or too high weight decays, and the higher the weight decay, the faster the periods.
Dynamics of periodic behavior. We now analyse how the discovered periodic behavior evolves
over epochs. As was discussed in the previous paragraph, with higher learning rates, consistent
periodic behavior occurs at larger weight norms. However, the initialization may have a substantially
different norm. Thus we observe a warm-up stage in some plots of Figures 1 and 2, when the
beginning of training is spent on moving towards the appropriate norm of the scale-invariant weights.
Expectedly, this warm-up stage is longer for lower learning rates. Reaching the appropriate weight
norm initiates a consistent periodic behavior. During the warm-up stage, SGD can still exhibit
regular destabilization happening at the higher weight norms than in the stage of consistent periodic
behavior. We hypothesize the reason is that at the early stage of training, SGD converges to less
stable basins, i.e., with larger effective gradients, in which destabilization happens at larger norms
of the scale-invariant parameters. We notice that test error decreases after each of the warm-up
destabilization episodes and reaches a lower level compared to training with a fixed effective learning
rate, as can be seen in Figure 4 (right pair). In other words, the performance may benefit from the
repeating destabilization.
Minima achieved at different training periods. Next, we aim at understanding whether minima
achieved at different training periods are close in weight and functional spaces. We use the cosine
similarity function for the weight space and estimate similarity in the functional space by comparing
with ensembles of independent models, following Fort et al. [8]. The setup is as follows. We select
7
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Figure 6: Periodic behavior of ConvNet (of increased width) on CIFAR-10 trained with the more
practical modifications. Left: weight decay of 0.001, learning rate of 0.01.
some initial experiment and its checkpoint (called anchor checkpoint) corresponding to the minimum
achieved when the training process has already converged to the consistent periodic behavior. After
that, we measure weight/function similarities between the anchor checkpoint and all the subsequent
checkpoints of the initial experiment — this is our main measurement. For comparison, we train one
more neural network with the same hyperparameters as in the initial experiment but from a different
random initialization, select its checkpoint with the same test error as of the anchor checkpoint, and
measure the similarity between this new checkpoint and the checkpoints of the original experiment.
The results for ConvNet on CIFAR-10 and ResNet-18 on CIFAR-100 are presented in Figure 5,
the results for other dataset-architecture pairs are given in Appendix G. Inside one training period,
checkpoints do not step far from the anchor checkpoint, i.e., the cosine similarity is close to one, and
the ensemble test error is close to the error of a single network. However, when the next training
period begins after destabilization, SGD moves to another region in the weight space and both
similarities start decreasing: the cosine similarity drops and ensemble test error becomes smaller than
that of a single network. Each following training period moves SGD farther away from the anchor
checkpoint. For networks on CIFAR-100, late training periods continue to be correlated with the
anchor checkpoint, i.e., the cosine similarity only reaches ∼ 0.5 value and ensemble test error does
not reach the level of independent network ensemble. Still, both similarities continue decreasing. For
networks on CIFAR-10, the cosine similarity decreases faster and the ensemble test error quickly
reaches the test error of an ensemble of two independently trained networks. To sum up, minima
achieved at two neighbouring training periods are substantially different but their similarity is usually
higher than the similarity of two independently trained networks.
6 Why is periodic behavior usually not observed in practice?
In the previous sections, we conducted experiments with scale-invariant neural networks trained with
the simplest version of SGD. This allowed us to analyse the periodic behavior of train loss in detail.
However, in practice, a portion of the weights of a neural network are not scale-invariant, e.g., the
weights of the last layer and learnable BN parameters. Furthermore, networks are typically trained
using more advanced procedures, e.g., SGD with momentum, data augmentation, and a learning
rate schedule. At the same time, to the best of our knowledge, the periodic behavior is usually not
observed in practice. In this section, we investigate whether using these more advanced techniques
preserves the periodic behavior, and if so, why is periodic behavior usually not observed in practice.
The setup of the experiment is as follows. We select some initial experiment and add modifications
one at a time to see their effects more clearly. We also present the results for training with all
modifications turned on together. The plots for ConvNet on CIFAR-10 are given in Figure 6 and for
other setups — in Appendix H. In this experiment, we use the wider ConvNet, as the standard version
is too small to learn the augmented dataset.
Training non-scale-invariant weights. To achieve full scale-invariance, we froze the weights of
the last layer as well as the parameters of BN layers, since they all are not scale-invariant. We now
consider the conventional procedure that implies training all the weights of the neural network. In
addition to the results presented in Figure 6 (left), we refer the reader to Figure 1. We observe that
training non-scale-invariant weights retains the periodic behavior and affects the frequency of periods.
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The last-mentioned affection is connected to the trainable last layer which automatically adjusts
prediction confidence. In Appendix F, we show that the variable prediction confidence results in the
different periodic behavior.
SGD with momentum. Next, we investigate the effect of using a more complex optimization
algorithm. We consider SGD with momentum as the algorithm most frequently used for training
convolutional neural networks. We observe that using momentum does not break up the periodic
behavior and increases the frequency of periods. This agrees with the commonly observed effect
that momentum speeds up training [21], i.e., momentum accelerates phases A and B. Interestingly,
momentum does not prevent destabilization.
Data augmentation. We next consider training on the dataset with standard CIFAR-10 data aug-
mentations, see details in Appendix B. Augmentation prevents over-fitting to the training data which
results in less confident predictions and larger train loss. As a result, the train loss outweighs weight
decay more easily. If the number of parameters in the neural network is insufficient to achieve low
train loss gradients, phase A never ends (at least in 1000 epochs), resulting in the absence of the
periodic behavior. On the other hand, a sufficiently large neural network learns the augmented dataset
at some epoch and proceeds to phase B, launching the periodic process. Still, we note that the
periodic behavior begins much later than for the network trained without augmentation. This is one
of the main reasons why the periodic behavior is often not observed in practice: it requires a much
larger number of epochs to start than conventionally used for training.
All modifications together. In the two right plots of Figure 6, we visualize training with momen-
tum, augmentation, and unfrozen non-scale-invariant parameters used simultaneously and show the
presence of the periodic behavior. So, why is periodic behavior usually not observed in practice?
The reasons are twofold. First of all, the interplay between different modifications narrows the
range of hyperparameter values for which the periodic behavior is present. When non-scale-invariant
parameters are trained, training can converge to low test error only with certain values of weight
decay. Moreover, with data augmentation, the periodic behavior occurs only with relatively high
learning rates (with lower learning rates, the training is too slow to converge to the periodic behavior
in 1000 epochs), while with momentum, using too high learning rates may result in training failure in
phase A. In sum, the periodic behavior is present only for a narrow range of learning rates. Second,
practical setup implies using learning rate schedules and a limited number of epochs, which do not
preserve the periodic behavior.
7 Conclusion
In this work, we described the periodic behavior of neural network training with batch normalization
and weight decay as a result of their competing influence on the norm of the scale-invariant weights.
The discovered periodic behavior sheds light on the contradiction between the equilibrium and
instability presumptions regarding training with BN and WD and generalizes both of them. In
our empirical study, we investigated which factors and in which fashion influence the discovered
periodic behavior. In our theoretical study, we generalized the equilibrium conditions in a way that
better describes the empirical observations, and introduced the notion of δ-jumps to describe training
destabilization, the cornerstone of the periodic behavior.
Limitations and negative societal impact We discuss only conventional training of convolutional
neural networks and do not consider other practical setups. However, we believe that our findings
extrapolate to other normalization schemes as well. We also focus on a particular source of instability
induced by BN and WD, yet, there are other factors that may make training unstable [7]. This is an
interesting direction for future research. To the best of our knowledge, our work does not have any
direct negative societal impact. However, during conducting the research we had to spend a lot of
GPU hours, which, unfortunately, could negatively affect the environment.
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A Theoretical results
This section contains details on our theoretical results.
A.1 Invariance to hyperparameters rescaling
Based on properties (2a) and (2b), we derive a simple yet useful proposition tying together different
hyperparameter settings of initialization x0, learning rate η, and weight decay coefficient λ. This
proposition provides grounds for fixing the initialization scale in our experiments and iterating
over learning rates and weight decay coefficients when studying the dependence of the behavior of
scale-invariant neural networks on hyperparameters.
Proposition 4 Given f(x) is scale-invariant and optimized according to Eq. (1), settings (x0, η, λ)
and (x′0, η
′, λ′) = (cx0, c
2η, λ/c2), c > 0 lead to equivalent dynamics in function space.
Proof. Eq. (1) and property (2b) give xt+1 = ‖xt‖
[






is the effective learning rate [10]. Since the term in square brackets does not depend on
the scale of xt provided that the effective learning rate and ηλ product are unchanged, by induction,
from x′t = cxt we have x
′
t+1 = cxt+1, hence f(x
′
t+1) = f(xt+1). 
A.2 Derivations
Parameters norm dynamics (3)
ρ2t+1 = 〈xt+1, xt+1〉 = {Eq. (1)} = (1− ηλ)2ρ2t + η2g2t + 2η(1− ηλ) 〈∇f(xt), xt〉 =
= {property (2a)} = (1− ηλ)2ρ2t + η2g2t = {property (2b), i.e., gt = g̃t/ρt} =
= (1− ηλ)2ρ2t + η2g̃2t /ρ2t




= {Eq. (1)} = (1− ηλ) 〈xt, xt〉 − η 〈∇f(xt), xt〉
ρtρt+1
=
= {property (2a)} = (1− ηλ)ρt
ρt+1













< 1− δ ⇐⇒






= 1 + 2δ +O(δ2) ' 1 + 2δ.
Omitting O(δ2) leaves the condition necessary and also approximately sufficient for small δ:
1− cos(xt, xt+1) > δ =⇒
η2g̃2t
(1− ηλ)2ρ4t






A.3 Proof of Proposition 1
For convenience of reading, we defer the derivation details of all equations to Appendix A.2.









From Eq. (8) we deduce the following δ-jump condition:







During the derivation we omitted O(δ2) terms. This implies that the right inequality represents not
only the necessary but also (approximately) the sufficient condition for a δ-jump when δ is small.
Assuming (1 − ηλ) / 1 and substituting the effective gradient bounds ` and L into Eq. (9) in
place of g̃t finally yields the approximate necessary and sufficient δ-jump conditions (4a) and (4b),
respectively. 
A.4 On β-undetermined recurrent sequences
Here we provide some results related to convergence of sequences of the following kind:




where α is a fixed coefficient and βt may vary from iteration to iteration. We assume x0 > 0,
0 < α < 0.5, and βt ∈ [a, b], ∀t, where 0 ≤ a ≤ b are some fixed values. We call sequences of
type (10) β-undetermined recurrent sequences.
A.4.1 β-determined sequences
To derive the basic properties of β-undetermined sequences (10), we first consider β-determined
recurrent sequences:




where β is now a fixed non-negative value.
If β = 0, (11) boils down to a classical linear sequence converging to zero at rate 1 − α. Assume
now that β > 0. First of all, x∗ =
√
β
α is the only stationary point of sequence (11). This holds from
solving the following equation:





Suppose xt = γtx∗. By dividing the left and right sides of Eq. (11) by x∗, we can derive the formula
for γt+1 as a function of γt which we denote as ϕ(γt):




The sequence induced by (12) is a special case of Eq. (11) with a stationary point γ∗ = 1. One
important property is that γt+1 does not depend on β explicitly, only on γt and α. This unifies the
convergence analysis for sequences with different β coefficients.
For function (12) the following facts hold (see Figure 7 for an illustration):
γt < 1 =⇒ γt+1 > γt: the sequence is increasing once it’s below x∗, (13a)
γt > 1 =⇒ 1 < γt+1 < γt: the sequence is decreasing once it’s above x∗, (13b)
γt+1 = 1 ⇐⇒ γt =
α
1− α
∨ γt = 1: pre-stationary conditions, (13c)






: conditions for staying below the stationary point, (13d)


















: the lowest achievable value. (13g)









α(1− α) < 1.
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Dependence of t + 1 on t
t + 1 = ( t)
t + 1 = t
(1 , 1)
(1, 1)
( 1 , 2 (1 ))
Figure 7: Dependence of γt+1 on γt from Eq. (12) for α = 0.1.
Properties (13b) and (13d) imply that xt+1 can “hop” over x∗ if only xt < α1−αx
∗. Otherwise, xt is
monotonically approaching its stationary point. That is an important threshold that will help to derive
the convergence of β-undetermined sequences to a specific equilibrium interval.
The derivative of ϕ(γt) can help estimate the convergence rate of the sequence (11) to its stationary
point. Specifically, using the mean value theorem, we obtain that
xt+1 − x∗ = x∗ (γt+1 − 1) = x∗ (ϕ(γt)− ϕ(1)) = x∗ϕ′(ξ) (γt − 1) , (14)
where ξ is some point between 1 and γt. Therefore, by bounding the derivative ϕ′(γt), we can also
bound the xt convergence to x∗.
Suppose that γ0 > 1. From (13b) it follows that γt > 1, ∀t. In this case, we can bound the derivative
of ϕ(γt) for γt > 1 and obtain the approximate convergence rates for (11):
1− 2α < ϕ′(γt) = (1− α)−
α
γ2t
< 1− α, γt > 1,
which, after recursively applying (14), yields
(1− 2α)t(γ0 − 1) < γt − 1 < (1− α)t(γ0 − 1), t ≥ 1,
or equivalently, formulating this for (11) as a lemma:
Lemma 1 For an arbitrary β-determined sequence (11) with β ≥ 0, given x∗ =
√
β
α and x0 > x
∗,
the following bounds on its convergence rate hold:
(1− 2α)t(x0 − x∗) ≤ xt − x∗ ≤ (1− α)t(x0 − x∗), ∀t.
This is the main result concerning the convergence of β-determined sequences (11). Note that
Lemma 1 also covers the case of β = 0 because then x∗ = 0 and xt = (1− α)tx0.
A.4.2 β-undetermined sequences convergence bounds
Now, we can return back to the β-undetermined sequences (10) and derive its convergence bounds.
The following lemma allows to bound an arbitrary β-undetermined sequence with β-determined ones.
Lemma 2 For an arbitrary β-undetermined sequence of type (10) with 0 ≤ a ≤ βt ≤ b the following
β-determined bounds hold.
1. Let xa,t be a β-determined sequence (11) with β = a and xa,0 = x0. Then xa,t ≤ xt, ∀t.
2. Let xb,t be a β-determined sequence (11) with β = b and xb,0 = x0. Then, if xt >√
b
1−α , t = 0, . . . , T , we have xt ≤ xb,t, t = 0, . . . , T + 1.





1−α < xa,t ≤ xt. Then the following inequalities hold:




The first inequality holds since xa,t+1 is a monotonically increasing function of xa,t due to (13f).
The second one is valid because a ≤ βt.





α(1− α), we have
√
a
1−α < xa,t, t ≥ 1, plus, as a ≤ β0,
xa,1 ≤ x1, hence, induction is valid for all t for the lower bound (in contrast with the upper bound
case, where we explicitly demand xt >
√
b
1−α for T consecutive timesteps). 














1−α the bound is valid due to the second statement of
the lemma. As soon as xt crosses the
√
b
α threshold, it can never “hop” over it again due to (13d)






1−α , ∀t; at the same time, xb,t >
√
b
α , ∀t due to (13b).
Based on the convergence results of β-determined sequences, the following corollary allows to
estimate the convergence rates of β-undetermined sequences.
Corollary 2 Given Lemma 1, Lemma 2, and the reasoning from Remark 2, we obtain the following
bounds on convergence rates of an arbitrary β-undetermined sequence (10):
1. if x0 >
√
a












2. if x0 >
√
b
α , then xt −
√
b












Our final important result about the β-undetermined sequences convergence is a case of convergence
to the interval determined by the stationary points of the bounding β-determined sequences xa,t and
xb,t. We formulate it in the following proposition (see Figure 8 for an illustration).













Furthermore, if x0 >
√
b
α , then xt converges to the interval linearly in O(1/α) time.
Proof. Due to the first statement of Lemma 2, xt ≥ xa,t →
√
a
α , hence, we deduce that the












never crosses it or approaches it from above thanks to the upper β-deterministic bounding sequence
xt ≤ xb,t →
√
b




α , Corollary 2 allows us to enclose xt (while it is above
√
b







α , respectively, with one-minus-rate proportional to α. This is
consistent with the convergence time O(1/α) since convergence time of linear sequences is inversely
proportional to the one-minus-rate value. 
4These bounds are, in general, asymptotic, so, for complete correctness, t  1 must be substituted with
t→∞; however, excluding the degenerate cases, we can often observe that xt reaches the interval in finite time.
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Setting: α = 0.1, a = 1, b = 10, βt ∼ U(a, b).
A.5 Proof of Proposition 2
We prove Proposition 2 using the general convergence theory for so-called β-undetermined recurrent
sequences of type xt+1 = (1 − α)xt + βtxt , where 0 < α < 0.5 and 0 ≤ a ≤ βt ≤ b, ∀t (see
Appendix A.4). Note that the parameters norm dynamics (3) is a special case of such a sequence
with xt := ρ2t , βt := η
2g̃2t , a := η




























If this condition fulfilled, we can estimate the minimal time required for a δ-jump — the moment
when the lower bound on ρ2t intersects the
ηL√
2δ
threshold. If ρ20 ≤
ηL√
2δ
, obviously, tmin = 0, else, by
















Again, ρ20 > κL is equivalent to x0 >
√
b
α and, due to Corollary 2, the following upper bound on ρ
2
t
holds (at least while ρ2t ≥ κL):














we can similarly estimate the maximal required time for a δ-jump (6) as the moment when the upper





A.6 Proof of Proposition 3
As in the previous section, we prove Proposition 3 using the general theory on β-undetermined
sequences (see Appendix A.4). We remarked above that the parameters norm dynamics (3) is a
special case of such a sequence with parameters a := η2`2, b := η2L2, and α := 2ηλ.

































. Now, if it holds, we can apply Proposition 5 and conclude the proof. 
Remark 3 We can reformulate the same result in terms of the effective learning rate η̃t = η/ρ2t [10]:









A.7 Discussion on 2ηλL ≤ ` condition
In this section, we discuss the assumption 2ηλL ≤ ` made in Proposition 3, implying that the lower
and the upper effective gradient norm bounds must not differ too much. First of all, we would like to
remark that this condition is generally fulfilled in practice for small ηλ product even when the bounds
` and L are taken globally, i.e., they satisfy ` ≤ g̃t ≤ L, ∀t. We also note that Wan et al. [24] made a
very close assumption in their main Theorem 1 (Assumption 3). However, even if it is not fulfilled,
our result about the generalized parameters norm equilibrium is still valid to some extent.
First, consider the case when 0 < ` < 2ηλL. Then, according to the general β-undetermined
sequences theory presented in Appendix A.4, the lower bound κ` ≤ ρ2t remains valid for large t.
If ρ2t falls below 2ηλL, it can potentially “hop” over the upper bound of the interval κL. However,
due to g̃t ≤ L and property (13e) of β-determined sequences (see Appendix A.4.1) ρ2t is still upper
bounded by the value (1− ηλ)2κ`+ η
2L2
κ` . Hence, globally, the parameters norm stays bounded even
when 2ηλL ≤ ` does not hold. Furthermore, according to the second statement of Corollary 2, once
ρ2t exceeds the κL value, it immediately starts converging to it again. So the same [κ`, κL] interval
of attraction is still preserved.
Now, we argue that setting ` = 0, i.e., bounding the effective gradient norm from below with zero,
is vacuous.5 Again, we remark that the assumption about separating ` from zero was made, e.g.,
by Wan et al. [24]. Arora et al. [1] show that effective gradients (in case of learning without WD)
decay sublinearly, which by itself means that in finite time horizon it is always reasonable to set ` > 0.
Moreover, as we show, parameters norm evolves linearly, i.e., faster than the effective gradients,
therefore, it must quickly acclimate to local `, L changes and hence respect the boundaries from
Proposition 3. But even based on general results on gradient-based optimization, we anticipate that,
in general, ` should not approach zero. We can rewrite the expression for ρ2t (3) in the following way:





= (1− ηλ)2tρ20 + η2
1− (1− ηλ)2
1− (1− ηλ)2t
ḡ2t ≈ {t 1} ≈ (1− ηλ)2tρ20 + Cḡ2t , (16)





constant. It is well-known that for first-ordered methods, the lower gradient norm bound generally
decays sublinearly [4]. Note that the cosine between adjacent iterates (8) depends only on the
g2t /ρ
2




t ratio since the first
term decays linearly, i.e., faster than g2t . It is reasonable to conjecture that gt oscillates around its
mean value ḡt hence hindering stabilization of the training dynamics which, in turn, implies that the
effective gradient does not vanish. Thus, implying ` > 0 seems to be a reasonable assumption.
5Excluding, perhaps, some special degenerate cases when the function and hyperparameters are chosen so
that the dynamics converges to a stationary point in a finite number of steps.
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Figure 9: Periodic behavior of scale-invariant ConvNet on CIFAR-10 trained using full-batch GD
with the weight decay of 0.0001 and different learning rates.
B Experimental details
Datasets and architectures. We conduct experiments with two convolutional architectures, namely
a three-layer convolutional neural network (ConvNet) and ResNet-18, on CIFAR-10 [13] and CIFAR-
100 [14] datasets. We use the implementation of both architectures available at https://github.
com/g-benton/hessian-eff-dim. CIFAR datasets are distributed under MIT license and code
is under Apache-2.0 License. To make the majority of neural network weights scale-invariant, we
insert additional BN layers according to Appendix C of Li and Arora [16]. We use the standard
PyTorch initialization for all layers. We use ResNet of standard width, and for ConvNet, we use the
width factor of 32 for fully scale-invariant networks on CIFAR-10, and the width factor of 64 for all
experiments on CIFAR-100 and experiments with practical modifications on CIFAR-10.
Fully scale-invariant setup. Most of the experiments are conducted with the scale-invariant mod-
ifications of both architectures obtained using the approach of Li and Arora [16]. In addition to
inserting extra BN layers, we fix all non-scale-invariant weights, i.e., BN parameters and the last
layer’s parameters. For BN layers, we use zero mean and unit variance. For the last layer, we fix the
bias vector at random initialization and the weight matrix at rescaled random initialization. In the
majority of the experiments, we rescale the last layer’s weight matrix so that its norm equals 10, but
we discuss other scales in Appendix F.
Training. We train all networks using SGD with the batch size of 128 and various weight decays and
learning rates. In the experiments with momentum, we use the momentum of 0.9. In the experiments
with data augmentation, we use standard CIFAR augmentations: random crop (size: 32, padding: 4)
and random horizontal flip. All models were trained on NVidia Tesla V100 or NVidia GeForce GTX
1080. Obtaining the results reported in the paper took approximately 1K GPU hours.
Full-batch GD experiments. Full-batch GD training experiments are conducted on the 4.5K-sized
random subset of the train dataset. The test set in this experiment consists of 5K randomly chosen
test objects.
Logging. In all experiments except Figures 3, 10, and 12 we log all metrics after each epoch,
computing train loss and its gradients by making an additional pass through the training dataset. In
three specified figures, we log all metrics after each (S)GD step, computing train loss and its gradients
over a batch.
C Gradient descent
In the main paper, we presented the periodic behavior results for SGD. In this section, we show that
the periodic behavior is observed for full-batch GD training as well and hence is not a consequence of
stochastic training. We replicate all experiments of Section 3: Figure 9 visualizes training dynamics
for different learning rate values, Figure 10 presents a closer look at one period of training (see also
Figure 12 for the plots of cosines between adjacent steps), and Figure 11 replicates the ablation
experiment with fixing the weight norm. All the effects discussed in the main text for the SGD case
hold for the GD case as well. We note that phase B is longer for full-batch GD training because the
absence of stochasticity allows stable training at lower train loss and destabilization occurs later.
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Figure 10: A closer look at one training period for scale-invariant ConvNet on CIFAR-10 trained
using full-batch GD with weight decay of 0.001 and the learning rate of 0.5. Three phases of the
training period are highlighted.
Fix weight norm at initialization Fix weight norm before destabilization
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Figure 11: The absence of the periodic behavior for training with the fixed weight norm. Scale-
invariant ConvNet on CIFAR-10 trained using full-batch GD with weight decay of 0.0001 and
learning rate of 1.0. Left pair: the weight norm is fixed at random initialization of different scales.
Right pair: the weight norm is fixed at some step of regular training before destabilization.
D Bounds on the effective gradient norm and δ-jumps
In Section 3, we compared cosine distance between weights at adjacent SGD steps of phase B with
theoretically derived bounds for δ-jumps from Section 4.1. In Figure 12, right pair we present a
similar comparison for the full-batch GD case: the effect of both bounds and the cosine metric itself
growing in the second half of the phase is even more prominent for the GD case than for SGD. Below
we describe how we choose the local bounds ` and L on the effective gradient norm g̃t which are
used in the theoretical bounds. All bounds are visualized in Figure 12.
In both GD and SGD cases, we chose `(t) and L(t) as smooth functions of t. Note that taking such
dynamical bounds does not contradict our theoretical results (see Remark 1). For the SGD case, we
chose `(t) = ct−t0 and L(t) =
C
t−t0 , where t0 is the first iteration of the considered training period.
For the GD case we used the same approach, but had to take `(t) = c(t−t0)2 to better mimic the
behavior of the lower envelope of the effective gradients norm. We handpick constants 0 < c < C
and iteration tvalid separately for SGD and GD cases so that
`(t) ≤ g̃t ≤ L(t) (17)
for all t > tvalid in phase B.
E Influence of learning rate and weight decay on the periodic behavior of
scale-invariant networks
E.1 Fixed learning rate – weight decay product
In this section, we discuss the effect of the learning rate – weight decay product on the training
process. Figure 13 visualizes training progress for different values of the product (plot rows) and
19
SGD Full-batch GD
Figure 12: Effective gradient norm and cosine distance between weights at adjacent (S)GD steps,
presented along with their smoothed trends. Phase B of one period of training scale-invariant
ConvNet on CIFAR-10 is shown. Weight decay / learning rate: 0.001 / 0.01 for SGD, 0.0001 / 0.5 for
GD. δ-jump bounds are obtained using the bounds on the effective gradient norm.
variable ratio of two specified hyperparameters (different lines in each row). We observe that with
the fixed learning rate – weight decay product, training converges to similar consistent behavior.
Specifically, the frequency of the periods, the minimal achieved train loss and test error, and the
ranges of the effective gradient norm and the effective learning rate are similar across different lines
in one row. The last-mentioned ranges are visualized in more details for selected setups in Figure 14.
The described empirical results agree with Remark 3 in Appendix A.6. Particularly, the remark states
that with a fixed learning rate – weight decay product and bounded effective gradient norm, training
converges to a bounded effective learning rate, and the effective learning rate bounds depend only on
the effective gradient norm bounds. In practice, we observe that the last-mentioned bounds are similar
across different ratios of weight decay and learning rate (see Figure 14), and thus, according to the
remark, the effective learning rate bounds are similar across different ratios as well (see Figure 14).
However, despite the characteristics of the consistent periodic behavior are similar across different
ratios of the learning rate and the weight decay, when their product is fixed, the length of the warm-up
stage may vary. The reason is that we use the standard initialization for all networks, i.e., the same
initial weight norm for all combinations of hyperparameters. At the same time, given different ratios
of weight decay and learning rate, the weight norm converges to different ranges (see Figure 13 and
Proposition 3). The final weight norm may substantially differ from the initial weight norm, and the
larger the difference, the longer the warm-up stage.
We note, however, that, according to Proposition 4 in Appendix A.1, if we fixed the direction of
initialization (i.e., the point on the unit sphere) and then appropriately rescaled it (proportionally to
the square root of the learning rate), the training dynamics would be exactly the same for different
ratios of learning rate and weight decay, given their product is unchanged, including the warm-up
stage.
E.2 Fixed weight decay and different learning rates
Figure 15 supplements Figure 2 and shows how the learning rate affects the periodic behavior for
different dataset-architecture pairs, when the weight decay is fixed. For CIFAR-100, we had to
increase the ConvNet’s width factor up to 64 and the last layer’s weight norm up to 20, to ensure
the network can learn the train dataset and achieve low train loss. The general picture is the same
as described in Section 5: the periodic behavior is absent for too low or too high learning rates and
present for a range of learning rate values, which also allow reaching lower test error. Interestingly,
for ResNet on CIFAR-10 with the learning rate of 0.03, phase A is noisy and quite long because of
the relatively high learning rate, but training still proceeds to phase B, while for larger learning rate,
training gets stuck at high train loss.
E.3 Fixed learning rate and different weight decays
Figure 16 shows the presence of the periodic behavior when the learning rate is fixed and the weight
decay is varied for different dataset-architecture pairs. The general observations are the same as when
20
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Figure 13: Training dynamics of scale-invariant ConvNet on CIFAR-10 trained with fixed learning
rate – weight decay products. Axes limits are the same in each column for convenient comparison.
Fixed product η × λ = 1e− 4 Fixed product η × λ = 1e− 5
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Figure 14: A closer look at dynamics of the effective learning rate and mean effective gradient norm
of scale-invariant ConvNet on CIFAR-10 trained with two different fixed learning rate – weight decay
products. Axes limits are the same for corresponding metrics for convenient comparison.
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Figure 15: Training dynamics of scale-invariant networks trained with fixed weight decay and
different learning rates.
the learning rate is varied with the fixed weight decay. Particularly, the periodic behavior is absent for
too low or too high weight decay coefficients and present for a range of weight decay values, which
also allow reaching lower test error. Further, using a larger weight decay increases the frequency of
the periods.
F Influence of the last layer weight matrix norm
In scale-invariant neural networks, we fix the weights of the last layer. Moreover, we renormalize the
weight matrix to the specified weight norm, which becomes a new hyperparameter. This hyperpa-
rameter determines the level of the neural network’s confidence in its predictions, and, in the main
text, we set it to a large value (10) to achieve high confidence and to make our setup closer to the
conventional neural network training (when all parameters are trained). In this section, we discuss
the influence of the specified hyperparameter on the periodic behavior.
Figure 17 shows results for ConvNet on CIFAR-10 and ResNet on CIFAR-100 and different values
of the last layer’s weight norm. The lowest presented last layer’s weight norms are close to the norms
obtained at random initialization without rescaling. Using low last layer’s weight norm leads to low
network’s confidence which prohibits reaching low train loss and may result in the absence of the
periodic behavior. In the main text, we use the larger values of the last layer’s weight norms, which
avoids the specified problem.
G Minima achieved at different training periods
Figure 18 supplements Figure 5 for the analysis of the weight/functional similarity of optima achieved
at different training periods. The general observations are the same as in Section 5. An interesting
remark is that the ensemble of two models spawned by optima from different periods is able to reach
the error of two independent networks ensemble for both architectures on the CIFAR-10 dataset, and
does not reach one on the CIFAR-100 dataset (in given epochs budget).
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Figure 16: Training dynamics of scale-invariant networks trained with the fixed learning rate and
different weight decays.
ConvNet on CIFAR-10 (η = 0.03, λ = 0.001)
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ResNet-18 on CIFAR-100 (η = 0.03, λ = 0.001)
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Figure 17: Influence of the last layer weight matrix norm on the periodic behavior.
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ConvNet on CIFAR-100 ResNet-18 on CIFAR-10
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Figure 18: Similarity in the weight space (cosine sim.) and in the functional space (ensemble test
error) for different checkpoints of training scale-invariant ConvNet on CIFAR-100 (left pair) and
ResNet on CIFAR-10 (right pair) using SGD with weight decay of 0.001 and learning rate of 0.03.
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Figure 19: Training dynamics of networks trained with more practical modifications, i.e., with
learnable non-scale-invariant parameters, momentum, and augmentation (all modifications together).
H Practical modifications
Figure 19 supplements Figure 6 and shows the presence of the periodic behavior in a more practical
setting, i.e., with trainable non-scale-invariant parameters, momentum, and augmentation, for Con-
vNet on CIFAR-100 and ResNet on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100. For a more detailed discussion, see
Section 6 in the main text.
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